Revised Advisory Opinions
AO 01-2010
AO 05-2010
AO 03-2011
AO 04-2011
AO 01-2012
AO 02-2012
AO 03-2012

AO 05-2012

AO 03-2014
AO 04-2014
AO 01-2015
AO 02-2015
AO 01-2016

Receiving state’s ability to sanction juveniles under ICJ Rule 5-101(1)
Clarification for juveniles who are undocumented immigrants
Pleas and abeyance cases for non-adjudicated juveniles
Non-adjudicated juveniles held in secure detention for a failed supervision
Whether the law enforcement exemptions from the provisions of HIPAA would
apply to transfers and returns of juveniles involving non-member states
Detention and supervision fees associated with new charges
Whether the holding state’s laws regarding the age of majority apply when
detaining and returning a person serving a juvenile probation or parole
sentence that absconds or flees to avoid prosecution and has the status of an
adult in the home/demanding state
Whether adjudicated juvenile delinquents who are referred to residential
treatment program in another state, but do not qualify for transfer under the
ICPC, may be transferred under the ICJ
Provisions for cooperative detention within ICJ
ICJ authority in cases where approval of supervision may violate court orders
ICJ authority to conduct records checks for another state on juveniles not
subject to ICJ
Signatures on the Form IA/VI
Pre-adjudicated home evaluation requests

Superseded/Archived Advisory Opinions
AO 02-2010
AO 03-2010
AO 02-2011
AO 04-2012
AO 02-2014
AO 01-2017

Which rules apply according to effective date
Rule 5-101: The sending state’s ability to “override” a denial; who has decision
making authority to “override” a denial; and, Adam Walsh Act implications
Determining which juveniles the new ICJ applies
Issuing a travel permit for a juvenile subject to a delinquency petition but who
is not yet adjudicated
Whether or not the term ‘sanctions’ used in Rule 5-101(3) includes detention
time.
Demanding/Sending State’s Authority to seek return of a juvenile in cases
where charges are pending in the Receiving/Holding State under ICJ Rule 7-103

*If an Advisory Opinion is not listed, it was not revised or superseded.
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